
South Darley C.E. Primary School Curriculum 
Music 
 
At South Darley we believe in giving children many musical experiences.  Juniors learn a different instrument each year through the Wider 
Opportunities Program, and we allow children to further their own interests through peripatetic teachers. We also devote a lot of time to our nativity 
service and school shows in which all children are involved.   Further Music teaching is provided using the Charanga Scheme of Work and lesson 
resources. 
 
Wider Opportunities Music: 
 
Our choice of music is sometimes limited due to availability of tutors and instruments but we aim to give junior age children a different instrument 
each year taken from different orchestral sections e.g.: 
 
2019-20  Drumming 
2020-21  Brass 
2021-22  Violin 
2022-23  Clarinet 
2023-24  Ukulele 
2024-25  Percussion 
2025-26  Brass 
2026-27  Violin (or other strings) 
2027-28  Clarinet (or other wind/woodwind) 
 
The Wider Opportunities service provides us with progression and objectives for each instrument.  An example is below. 
 
 

Wider Opps skills, knowledge and understanding development 10/15 week plan – Autumn-Spring half term 2023-24 

Timescale:   15 Weeks – September - February  
Objectives  
 Musical terms for Beat, 
Rhythm, Pitch, Tempo  

Repertoire  
  

New vocabulary  
  

Musical Skills and Knowledge  Resources  
  
Listening:  



 Learn Ukulele Open 
Strings  
 Holding Uke Correctly 
in two hands   
 Learning Whole notes 
on the stave  
 Performing songs from 
notation  
 Singing and Playing 
simultaneously  
 C, F, G, Am Chords  
 Performing in 
ensemble, small groups, 
individually  
 Perform concert to 
school and/or parents.  

 Hello, what’s 
my name  
 Elevator 
Song  
 Paperback 
Writer by The 
Beatles  
 Achy Breaky 
Heart by Billy 
Ray Cyrus  
 She Sells 
Santuary by The 
Cult  
 Real Gone 
Kid by Deacon 
Blue  
 Rocking All 
Over The World 
by Status Quo  
 Addicted to 
Love by Robert 
Palmer  

Beat, Rhythm, Pitch, 
Tempo, Ta, Te-Te, Ta-
ah, Stave, Treble Clef, 
Notation  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Instrument specific 
vocabulary:  
  

Ukulele, Strings, Frets, 
Finger Numbers, Tuning 
Pegs, “Goats Can Eat 
Anything”  
  
  
  
  

  

 Performing: Playing individual notes 
and chords along to an assortment of 
songs.   
  
Singing: Singing songs both acapella 
and whilst playing ukulele  
  
  
Note reading:  
Reading music notation from stave. 
Understand note values of Ta, Te-Te, 
Ta-ah and matching rests.   
  
Listening:  
Being able to identify beats, rhythms 
and instruments from different pieces 
of music.  
Appreciating ‘moods’ of music. How 
different styles & genres are used to 
create different ‘feelings’ in songs.   
  
  
Composing/Improvising:  
  

Writing their own rhythms using Ta, 
Te-Te, Ta-ah and matching rests. 
Writing basic melodies with learned 
notation.   
  
 

Planets Suite by 
Holzt  
“Go” by Public 
Service 
Broadcasting  
Song sheets for 
each of the songs 
listed in 
“Repertoire”  
  
  
Songbooks & 
Instrument books:  
  
  
Work sheets by 
Steve Fletcher for 
songs in Repertoire  
  
  
  
  

  

 



Across the school we use the Charanga scheme to deliver lessons.  These are organised into a different unit each half term and are designed to offer 
progression across the key stages. Due to the mixed-age classes we follow the scheme on a rotational basis so the children cover all the units. In the 
first year of the cycle, children will cover units in Y1,3 or 5.  In the second year of a cycle, children will cover the units in Y2,4 or 6. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 



 



 
Musical Vocabulary: Years 1–6 
 
Year 1 
Words you need to know: Pulse, rhythm, pitch, rap, improvise, compose, melody, bass guitar, 
drums, decks, perform, singers, keyboard, percussion, trumpets, saxophones, Blues, Baroque, 
Latin, Irish Folk, Funk, pulse, rhythm, pitch, groove, audience, imagination. 
 
Year 2 
Words you need to know: Keyboard, drums, bass, electric guitar, saxophone, trumpet, pulse, 
rhythm, pitch, improvise, compose, audience, question and answer, melody, dynamics, tempo, 
perform/performance, audience, rap, Reggae, glockenspiel. 
 
Year 3 
Vocabulary: Structure, intro/introduction, verse, chorus, improvise, compose, pulse, rhythm, 
pitch, tempo, dynamics, bass, drums, guitar, keyboard, synthesizer, hook, melody, texture, 
structure, electric guitar, organ, backing vocals, hook, riff, melody, Reggae, pentatonic scale, 
imagination, Disco. 
 
Year 4 
Vocabulary: Keyboard, electric guitar, bass, drums, improvise, compose, melody, pulse, 
rhythm, pitch, tempo, dynamics, texture, structure, compose, improvise, hook, riff, melody, 
solo, pentatonic scale, unison, rhythm patterns, musical style, rapping, lyrics, choreography, 
digital/electronic sounds, turntables, synthesizers, by ear, notation, backing vocal, piano, 
organ, acoustic guitar, percussion, birdsong, civil rights, racism, equality. 
 
Year 5 
Vocabulary: Rock, bridge, backbeat, amplifier, chorus, bridge, riff, hook, improvise, compose, 
appraising, Bossa Nova, syncopation, structure, Swing, tune/head, note values, note names, 
Big bands, pulse, rhythm, solo, ballad, verse, interlude, tag ending, strings, piano, guitar, bass, 
drums, melody, cover, Old-school Hip Hop, Rap, riff, synthesizer, deck, backing loops, Funk, 
scratching, unison, melody, cover, pitch, tempo, dynamics, timbre, texture, Soul, groove, riff, 
bass line, brass section, harmony, melody. 



 
Year 6 
Vocabulary: style indicators, melody, compose, improvise, cover, pulse, rhythm, pitch, tempo, 
dynamics, timbre, texture, structure, dimensions of music, Neo Soul, producer, groove, 
Motown, hook, riff, solo, Blues, Jazz, improvise/improvisation, by ear, melody, riff, solo, 
ostinato, phrases, unison, Urban Gospel, civil rights, gender equality, unison, harmony. 
 
 
The Interrelated Dimensions of Music (Dimensions) 
 
● Pulse – the regular heartbeat of the music; its steady beat. 
● Rhythm – long and short sounds or patterns that happen over the pulse. 
● Pitch – high and low sounds. 
● Tempo – the speed of the music; fast or slow or in-between. 
● Dynamics – how loud or quiet the music is. 
● Timbre – all instruments, including voices, have a certain sound quality e.g. the 
trumpet has a very different sound quality to the violin. 
● Texture – layers of sound. Layers of sound working together make music very 
interesting to listen to. 
● Structure – every piece of music has a structure e.g. an introduction, verse and chorus 
ending. 
● Notation – the link between sound and symbol. 
 
More in depth documents can be found on the Charanga website: https://derbyshire.charanga.com 
 
 
 


